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A solar tracker is a traditional term used to describe devices that coordinate or align different payloads with the sun. The aim of the automatic sun tracking system is to retain the photovoltaic solar panel perpendicular to the sun throughout the year to make it more efficient. A solar power transforms sunlight into electricity. This automated sun tracking system helps generate power by automatically tuning the device for optimum sunlight. Through reducing light intensity, this system will automatically change its direction to reach maximum amount of light. Light intensity is the big problem with solar power generation. To produce the maximum energy, a solar panel must be upright and face-to-face with the light source. Because the sun moves all through the day as well as throughout the year, in order to produce as much energy as possible, a solar panel must be able to follow the sun’s movement. The approach is to use a light source tracking system to preserve the panel's orthogonal location. Several tracking systems models exist, including passive and active systems with one or two freedom axes. Solar trackers are used with different sensors to dramatically increase the electrical power of the photovoltaic panel. Photovoltaic systems are rapidly becoming a fresh source of energy by capturing the solar radiation. Optimizing its power output is desirable in order to increase its efficiency. The panels must be aligned with the sun in order to optimize the power output of solar panels. It has been estimated that energy derived from solar panels can be expanded by 20 to 30% by using a tracking system instead of a stationary array. Over time, different approaches have been developed. Astronomical or time-based systems are the most popular, and then optical approaches are used to align the PV components with different image sensor types.
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Introduction

The sun is a cheap source of electricity in remote areas because it uses solar cells to produce power instead of hydraulic turbines. Solar energy is now becoming incredibly popular worldwide. Germany currently leads the globe in solar power generation, beating its own record year after year, despite the nation’s perpetual cloud cover and Saudi Arabia has pledged 41 gigawatts of solar power over the next 20 years. There is an excellent opportunity for solar power generation in many places across the United
States and a number of applications are available. Solar power generation is usually carried out using one of two techniques. The first model uses photovoltaic (PV) cells to transform sunlight into electrical current through the photoelectric effect in which a substance absorbs electrons after acquiring energy from a source of light. By utilising electron flow in the form of direct current electricity, a photovoltaic cell takes advantage of this effect. The Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) process is the second method of generating solar energy. CSP generation uses mirrors to focus sunlight at a particular place. In comparison to the PV method, the CSP method’s goal is to generate heat to drive a heat engine. Electricity is generated by a heat engine-connected generator.

**Need of a Solar Tracker**

Photovoltaic is the technology and research field related to solar cells being used as solar energy. There are many applications for solar cells. Individual cells, such as electronic calculators, are used to power small devices. Photovoltaic arrays produce a source of renewable electricity, which is especially useful in situations where grid power is not available, such as remote power systems, Earth orbiting satellites and space samples, remote radio telephones and water pumping applications. Photovoltaic power is also increasingly used in grid-controlled electrical systems. As an energy resource as fossil fuel prices fluctuate, renewable energy is gaining rapid importance. Solar energy is one of the most popular sources of renewable energy.

Solar tracking makes it possible to produce more power because the solar panel can always maintain a perpendicular profile to the sunlight. Design of tracking systems for solar panels has been going on for several years now. As the sun moves across the sky through the day, it is important to have the solar panels track the sun’s position, so that the panels are always perpendicular to the sun’s radiated solar energy. This will tend to maximize the amount of power that PV systems absorb. The use of a tracking system over a fixed system has been estimated to increase the power output by 30%-60%. The increase is sufficiently large to make tracking a viable proposition given system cost enhancement. A microcontroller can be used to match the standard tracking heliostat to the sun.

**Tracking System Types and Their Function**

The main types of tracking systems are either a single axis solar tracker or a dual axis solar tracker as described follows.

**Single Axis Trackers**

Usually made as per a single horizontal or vertical axis, the single-axis method. The orientation of the axis is dictated by the position of the system; the location plays a role in the position of the sun during the day and the amount of sunlight.
Advantages of Single-axis Trackers

- Generally, a lower cost than dual-axis trackers
- Higher reliability than dual-axis trackers
- Higher lifespan than dual-axis trackers

Disadvantages of single-axis trackers

- Lower energy output during sunny conditions when compared to dual axis trackers
- Fewer technological advancements

Dual Axis Trackers

The dual axis is a system comprising a horizontal as well as a vertical axis. This sort of tracking system is capable of tracking the sun movement exactly anywhere in the world.

There are three common methods of tracking the sunlight that could be used and applied to the system, depending on the need.

1. Passive trackers:
Moving the panels across the sky using the radiation from the sun to heat a compressed gas/ fluid that moves the panel to one side or the other based on the amount of fluid on the cold side.

2. Active trackers:
Moving the panels through the sky using motors, hydraulic drives and gear trains which respond to the intensity of sunlight measured by light sensors in a specially shaped holder at different locations.

3. Chronological tracker:
Use pre-recorded data to move the panels across the sky and counteract the rotation of the Earth by turning the opposite direction in distance increments.

Advantages of Dual-axis Trackers

- Higher degree of flexibility, allowing to produce higher energy on sunny days
- Higher degree of accuracy in directional pointing

Disadvantages of Dual-axis Trackers

- Higher mechanical complexity, making it more likely for something to go wrong
- Lower lifespan and lower reliability

Advantages of Solar Trackers

- Installation is easy and operates automatically.
- Solar tracking systems frequently orient photovoltaic panels towards the sun and can help maximize your speculation in your PV system.
- One time speculation, which gives higher productivity & flexibility on dependency over other origin.
- Tracking systems can help decreasing emissions and can contribute against global warming.
- Bulk enactment of tracking systems help reduced expenditure of power by other sources.
- It enhances the clean and release free power production.
- Ability of Tracking Sun Light out any weather.
- Less power Consumption by internal circuit and motors.
- Average power gain of the automatic Sun tracking system is around the 40 to 50%.
- Proposed the dual axis solar tracker is cost effective.

Disadvantages of Solar Trackers

- Initial Investment is high on solar panels.
- It’s bit difficult for servicing.
- Moving Parts which will require regular Maintenance.
- May Require repair or replacement of broken parts over a long run.
- Inceptive investment is high on solar panels.
- It’s a bit of laborious for servicing, as the tracking systems are not quite favoured regionally.
- Moving parts and gears which will need regular maintenance.
- May need repair or renewal of broken parts over a long run.

Components of a Solar Tracker

![Figure 2. Solar Tracker Components](image-url)
Tracker Mount:
It is the solar panel’s skeletal holding on which the panel is placed in a proper inclined position.

Drives:
They are used to control the load-based rotation of the motor shaft.

Sensors and Sensor Controllers:
They detect and manipulate relevant sun-induced parameters in the controller, which then yields outputs.

Motor and Motor Controller:
A motor transforms electricity into mechanical energy
A controller ensures that the microcontroller and motor obtain the right amount of energy.

Tracker Solving Algorithm:
The computer or processor uses its time/ date and geographical information to calculate the position of the sun from formulas or algorithms.

Modes of Operation
The solar monitor has three working modes. They are: automatic mode, preset mode and manual mode. The PIC microcontroller rotates the PV panel in automatic mode to match the intensity of light on both LDR sensors. If both sensors receive low voltage due to cloudy conditions, the PV panel is configured to wait 15 minutes and switched to preset mode automatically (using internal real-time clock). In this mode, the PV panel is programmed in every 15 minutes to rotate 2° to the west. The night return algorithm repositioned the panel to its initial home position facing the East (at sunrise) if the extreme position towards the west is sensed (at sunset). In manual mode, by manually increasing or decreasing the angle via the input to the PIC microcontroller, the panel can rotate to the desired angle.

Literature Review
M. F. (2005) inspected the Automatic Sun Tracking System has a hybrid hardware/ software model that automatically provides the best solar panel alignment with the sun for maximum power output (electricity).

H. Mousazadeh (2009) examined the various kinds of sun-tracking systems. The most powerful and common tool for sun tracking was found in the form of polar axis and types of azimuth/ elevation.

D. Johnson-hoyte (2013) examined the Using a highly portable, efficient solar tracker can be very useful for military, industrial or residential applications. A scaled-down dual-axis solar tracker was planned, built and tested to produce an efficient solar generation system. Up to 3 degrees, the solar tracker was perpendicular to the light source.

T. C. Kandpal (2014) examined international programs on renewable energy training, challenges faced and future approaches to successful and effective solutions because many countries around the world have launched academic programs on renewable energy technologies and related aspects over the last three decades.

M. Mayilvahanam (2012) directed research on prospects, obstacles in the use of renewable energy resources in India and the use of data mining algorithms in renewable energy sources.

T. Salmi (2012) examined the impact of the photovoltaic cell template MATLAB/ Simulink. This model is based on mathematical equations and is defined by an equivalent circuit along with a source of photocurrent, a diode, a series resistor and a shunt resistor. The model developed allows PV cell activity to be predicted under various physical and environmental factors. The model may also be used as a function of temperature and solar radiation to extract the physical parameters for a given solar PV cell. This analysis also discusses the working concept of the PV unit and the PV array.

P. A. Thorat (2017) examined Photovoltaic (PV) performance depends on solar radiation, ambient temperature and wind speed. When the sun rays hit at the right angle, a PV panel receives the full solar radiation. For a limited period of time, stationary fixed PV panels are only perpendicular to the light. Therefore, the location of the suns must be tracked in addition to solar radiation; the quality of PV cells is greatly affected during service by the rise in cell operating temperature. The cooling of the PV panel is therefore necessary.

T. Salmi (2012) tested the impact of MATLAB/Simulink version of a photovoltaic cellular. This model is primarily based on mathematical equations and is described thru an equivalent circuit consisting of a photocurrent source, a diode, a series resistor and a shunt resistor. The developed version allows the prediction of PV mobile behaviour below one of a kind bodily and environmental parameters. The model also can be used to extract the physical parameters for a given sun PV cellular as a characteristic of temperature and solar radiation. Further, this observe outlines the working principle of PV module as well as PV array.

P. A. Thorat (2017) tested the overall performance of the Photovoltaic (PV) gadget depends on sun radiations, ambient temperature and wind speed. A PV panel gets the maximum sun radiation, while the sun rays strike it at right perspective. Stationary hooked up PV panels are only perpendicular to the solar, for confined period of time. Therefore, its miles necessary to tune the suns function. Further to the solar radiation, PV mobile overall performance is significantly laid low with the boom of
cellular working temperature in the course of its operation. Consequently, cooling of PV panel is vital.\(^9\)

MZH Khan (2016) tested with software, production and to design sun tracking system with reflecting replicate the use of a stepper motor and microcontroller named Arduino device to increase the efficiency of solar photovoltaic (PV) panel. The performance of 12.86% and 10.14% are recorded for panel with and without replicate respectively. The application of reflector is an effective and an powerful way to decorate the performance of solar photovoltaic mobile with the identical panel area.\(^10\)

Nikesh (2013) inspected the hardware layout and implementation of a tool that ensures a perpendicular profile of the sun panel with the solar on the way to extract maximum power falling on it renewable energy is hastily gaining importance as a strength useful resource as fossil fuel prices vary. The correct characteristic of the proposed tool is that rather than taking the earth as its reference, it takes the solar as a guiding source. Its lively sensor continuously video show devices the daylight and rotates the panel towards the course in which the intensity of daylight is most. The slight established resistor’s do the job of sensing the change within the role of the solar which is dealt via the respective exchange within the solar panel’s function through switching on and stale the geared motor the manipulate circuit does the task of fetching the enter from the sensor and offers command to the motor to run that allows you to tackle the change in the role of the sun. With the implementation the proposed device the additional electricity generated is around 25% to 30% with very much less consumption by using the device itself. On this paper, an improvement inside the hardware design of the prevailing solar electricity collector gadget has been implemented which will offer better efficiency at lower price.\(^11\)

Pooja (2017) examined the discovery of solar tracking device helps us enhance the overall performance of PV sun device in an easy manner; advanced the utilization price of solar energy and performance of photovoltaic electricity era machine. The paper has provided a novel and a easy manage implementation of a sun tracker that employed a unmarried twin-axis AC motor to observe the sun and used a stand-alone PV inverter to power the whole gadget. The proposed one-motor layout become simple and self-contained and did no longer require programming and a laptop interface. A laboratory prototype has been efficiently constructed and tested to confirm the effectiveness of the control implementation. Experiment effects indicated that the advanced gadget expanded the electricity advantage up to 28.31% for a partly cloudy day.\(^12\)

Adarsh (2015) examined the electricity extracted from Sun Photovoltaic (PV) or sun thermal relies upon on sun insolation. For the extraction of maximum strength from the solar, the plane of the sun collector ought to usually be everyday to the incident radiation. In trendy a PV machine, both grid-tie and rancid grid, have present day and voltage sensors of their battery charger or inverter units. in this work, an automatic sun tracking system has been designed and developed to work by way of gaining access to the information from the contemporary and voltage sensors. -axis solar tracking (azimuth attitude in addition to altitude perspective) has been implemented through microcontroller based totally state-of-the-art control common sense.\(^13\)

Iswadi Hasyim (2018) inspected the utilization of Sun Photovoltaic (SPV) era gadget is commonly installed at some positive tilted angles; therefore it does not acquire the most suitable solar radiation from the solar. So as to triumph over this weakness, the SPV generation device that is geared up with a single axis sun tracker changed into designed and analyzed in this paper. The solar tracker gadget has two LDR sensors to estimate the placement of the solar. Arduino Uno three turned into applied as a controller device. The Arduino Uno three instructs a servo motor to power SPV panel from the east to the west to music the movement of the sun in a comparable route. In order to understand the strength gain of single axis solar tracker, it has been in comparison with SPV generation machine mounted on the sure wide variety of tilted angles. It is able to be noted from the results that the SPV era machine with single axis sun tracker has a huge increase in power manufacturing than without tracker in which its energy benefit is up to 22%. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is a promising potential increase in electricity when the SPV panel is geared up with the single axis solar tracker generally in tropical areas.\(^14\)

Nisha Sharma (2016) tested the photovoltaic market is booming with over 30% according to annum compounded growth over the past 5 years. Most of the sun cells being supplied to this marketplace are first era[9] gadgets based totally on crystalline or multi crystalline silicon wafers. -second technology[10] thin-film sun cells based on amorphous silicon/ hydrogen alloys or polycrystalline compound semiconductors are beginning to appear in the marketplace in increasing quantity. PV stays the maximum unexpectedly of the solar. Arduino Uno three instructs a servo motor to power SPV panel from the east to the west to music the movement of the sun in a comparable route. The Arduino Uno three was applied as a controller device. The Arduino Uno three instructs a servo motor to power SPV panel from the east to the west to music the movement of the sun in a comparable route. In order to understand the strength gain of single axis solar tracker, it has been in comparison with SPV generation machine mounted on the sure wide variety of tilted angles. It is able to be noted from the results that the SPV era machine with single axis sun tracker has a huge increase in power manufacturing than without tracker in which its energy benefit is up to 22%. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is a promising potential increase in electricity when the SPV panel is geared up with the single axis solar tracker generally in tropical areas.\(^13\)

Asmarashid Ponniran (2011) carried out this task is to expand an automated solar tracking device with a view to keep the solar panels aligned with the solar so that it will maximize in harvesting sun electricity. The device tracks the maximum depth of light. While the intensity of light is lowering, this system mechanically changes its route to get maximum intensity of mild. LDR light detector is used to hint the coordinate of the solar. Even as to rotate the
best function of the panel, a DC geared motor is used. The
gadget is controlled through two relays as a motive force
and a microcontroller as a first-rate processor. This challenge
is included for a single axis and is designed for residential
usage. Finally, the venture is capable of track and comply
with the sun depth with a view to get most energy at the
output regardless motor pace.\textsuperscript{16}

Amit Chakraborty (2017) examined performance analysis
of the twin axis solar monitoring machine using Arduino.
The principle objective of this study is whether a static sun
panel is higher than sun tracker or no longer. This painting
is divided into elements hardware and software machine.
In hardware part, four mild Dependent Resistors (LDR) are
used to hit upon the maximum light source from the sun.
Servo vehicles conjointly used to move the solar panel to
maximum light supply vicinity perceived by way of the
LDRs. In software program component, the code is written
with the aid of the usage of interval and has focused to the
Arduino UNO controller. The outcome of the sun tracker
device has analyzed and compared with the constant or
static sun panel located higher performance in terms of
voltage, modern and electricity. Consequently, the sun
tracker is proved more realistic for capturing the most
sunlight deliver for famous person harvesting packages.
The end result showed dualaxis solar monitoring system
produced greater 10. fifty-three-watt power compared with
fixed and unmarried axis solar tracking system.\textsuperscript{17}

Priyanka Mane (2016) inspected the layout and utility
of a mechanical-based sun panel monitoring system.
As the sun array is able to stay aligned to the sun, solar
monitoring permits production of more electricity. One of
the techniques to growth the efficiency of a PV system is
to rent a sun panel tracking gadget. On this paper we are
able to take a look at the performance of a single axis and
dual axis solar monitoring machine for one entire day at
constant periods of time.\textsuperscript{18}

Dhanabal (2013) examined the technique of converting sun
electricity to strength we use photovoltaic panels which
include silicon made sun cells. Photovoltaic impact is the
concept used inside the panels in which mild energy due to
the solar’s radiation is converted into electric energy. The
conversion of solar energy into electric power also relies
upon at the perspective at which the panel is constant or
made to rotate. There are two types of panel utilization:
1) in constant form and a pair. In solar trackers. Whilst a
panel is constant they may be tilted in floor or on a roof
at an attitude appropriate for sun’s radiation. In solar
trackers the panel is made to rotate within the directions
with respect to sun. We have experimentally validated that
the efficiency and the output electricity of dual axis device
are higher whilst compared to fixed panel and unmarried
axis solar tracker system.\textsuperscript{19}

Mahipal Soni (2018) tested the check assessment of solar
tracker gadget to boom the overall performance of sun
panels. Tracking refers to “the act or technique of following
some factor or a person”. So, the automated sun tracker
device is the act or way of following the solar lighting to get
the maximum energy from solar. To growth the performance
or to get most strength, the solar panels are constantly in
perpendicular profile with recognizing to the solar light. To
increase the performance of solar panels two techniques
are analyzed i.e. sun monitoring with reflect booster and
automated cleaning device. Sun tracker machine includes
microcontroller, LDRs, stepper motor, solar panel, reflect
booster, automatic cleaning machine and so forth. LDR
sensor senses the solar moderate falling at the solar panel
and rotates the sun panel in step with the intensity of slight
with assist of stepper motor. Reflect is used as a booster to
maximise the performance. Programmed microcontroller
controls the tool through speaking with sensor and motor
motive force based totally at the movement of solar.\textsuperscript{20}

Kamrul Islam Chowdhury (2017) inspected the photovoltaic
panels are used to gather sun power and convert it
into electrical strength. But those photovoltaic panels
are inefficient as they’re constant only at a particular
perspective. But we are able to without problems conquer
this problem through the usage of solar monitoring
solar panel system. Solar tracking machine is one of the
exceptional approaches to harvest more solar electricity
from PV gadget in comparison to constant panel gadget.
Solar tracker follows the placement of the solar throughout
the day from east to west in an each day and seasonal basis.
This paper provides the overall performance assessment
among constant panel; unmarried-axis and twin-axis sun
tracking solar panel system. On the idea of solar irradiance,
output power and general electricity had been calculated
for 3 exclusive solar panel machines during a yr which
includes each unmarried month. Furthermore, this paper
consists of graphical contrast of output strength and overall
strength for three distinct systems and also for specific
months which include various seasons.\textsuperscript{21}

Reshmi Banerjee (2015) tested solar tracking gadget is a
electricity producing technique from sunlight. This approach
of electricity generation is simple and is taken from natural
resource. This wishes only maximum daylight to generate
strength. This paper facilitates for energy generation by
using putting the system to get most sunlight robotically.
This machine is monitoring for max intensity of mild. When
there is lower in depth of light, this system mechanically
adjustments its path to get maximum depth of mild.\textsuperscript{22}

Gagri Deb (2012) examined the design and execution of a
sun tracker gadget dedicated to the PV conversion panels.
The proposed unmarried axis solar tracker device guarantees
the optimization of the conversion of sun strength into
electricity via well orienting the PV panel according with the actual function of the solar. The operation of the experimental version of the tool is based totally on a Stepper motor intelligently managed by a devoted force unit that movements a mini PV panel according to the indicators acquired from simple but green light sensors. On this paper mechanism of building an efficient solar tracking gadget with the help of Labview software program is mentioned and also mentioned approximately the manipulate method of the stepper motor. From the take a look at its miles found that the motor will pass the solar array in keeping with the light depth of the solar.23

Jing Min Wang (2013) inspected a novel layout of a twin-axis sun monitoring PV gadget which utilizes the comments manipulate theory alongside a 4-quadrant mild based resistor (LDR) sensor and easy electronic circuits to offer strong device overall performance. The proposed gadget makes use of a unique dual-axis AC motor and a stand-alone PV inverter to perform sun tracking. The manage implementation is a technical innovation that could be an easy and powerful layout. Further, a scaled-down laboratory prototype is built to verify the feasibility of the scheme. The effectiveness of the sun tracker is confirmed experimentally. To conclude, the consequences of this observation may also serve as valuable references for destiny solar strength packages.24

Bhusari Priya Govind (2015) tested the piezoelectric-based energy harvesting technology is implemented to generate energy from mechanical stress (vibrations). the usage of piezoelectric material to harvest vibration electricity from human beings strolling, equipment vibrating, or vehicles moving on a roadway is an area of terrific hobby, due to the fact this vibration energy is otherwise untapped. Because movement is everywhere, the capacity to capture this strength affordably would be a huge development in the direction of extra efficiency and cleaner power manufacturing. The purpose of this experiment is to analyze whether piezoelectricity might be capable of offer sufficient source of voltage to rate the figure battery in case of wet or cloudy days. This configuration lets in the two sources to deliver the burden separately or simultaneously depending at the availability of the strength sources.25

Aditi Reddy (2016) tested the operating of the solar panel in this paper is much like that of the solar electricity consumption module available, but in a cheaper shape. It essentially works on the procedure of sun strength consumption and the usage of that energy in a few green layout for decreasing heavy dependence at the natural sources, with a view to in addition reduce the depletion of natural assets which is a chief situation and the essential reason for global warming as nicely.26

Rizwan Arshad (2014) tested a sensible method to decorate the efficiency of solar panel by the usage of mirrors and cooling mechanism. Those reflectors are cheap, clean to handle, simple sufficient to apply and want no more system or devices to use. But CPV function correctly in focused light so long as the sun cells are kept cool by using a few warmness sinks. Experimental results indicate considerable enhancement in average output of sun panel. Experimental readings received from a) without reflectors and without cooling b) with reflectors and without cooling c) with reflectors and with cooling are compared. Corresponding consequences received from specific conditions showing improvement in performance as much as 32%in case (b) and fifty two% in case (c) are tabled and plotted.27

Furkan Dincer (2010) inspected the maximum important factors that affecting performance of sun cells. These effects are cell temperature, MPPT (maximum electricity point monitoring) and strength conversion efficiency. The converting of those elements improves solar mobile efficiency for greater dependable applications.28

Rashid Ahammed (2014) carried out the design and strength efficient solar tracking device from an everyday mechanical single axis to a hybrid dual axis. For optimizing the sun monitoring mechanism electromechanical structures were advanced thru implementation of different evolutional algorithms and methodologies. To offer the tracker, a hybrid twin-axis solar monitoring machine is designed, constructed and tested primarily based on both the solar map and light sensor based continuous monitoring mechanism. Those light sensors additionally evaluate the darkness and cloudy and sunny situations supporting each day tracking. The designed tracker can music solar’s obvious function at distinct months and seasons; thereby the electric controlling tool requires an actual time clock device for steering the tracking gadget in in search of solar function for the seasonal motion. So the aggregate of each of these monitoring mechanisms made the designed tracker a hybrid one. The power gain and device energy consumption are compared with a static and non-stop dual axis solar monitoring gadget. it is determined that strength benefit of hybrid dual axis solar tracking device is sort of equal to non-stop dual axis sun monitoring device, while the electricity saved in device operation by the hybrid tracker is forty four.44% as compared to the continuous monitoring system.29

Swapnil Dubey (2012) tested the operating temperature performs a key role within the photovoltaic conversion method. Both the electrical performance and the strength output of a Photovoltaic (PV) module rely linearly on the operating temperature. The diverse correlations proposed within the literature constitute simplified working equations which can be follow to PV modules or PV arrays hooked up on loose-standing frames, PV-Thermal collectors and building incorporated photovoltaic arrays, respectively. The electric
performance is frequently encouraged by means of the cloth of PV used. Several correlations for cell temperature which have seemed within the literature contain fundamental environmental variables and numerical parameters which are cloth or device based. On this paper, a brief discussion is offered regarding the running temperature of one-sun commercial grade siliconbased sun cells/ modules and its effect upon the electrical performance of photovoltaic installations. Generally, the overall performance ratio decreases with range due to temperature.\textsuperscript{10}

Furkan Dincer (2010) examined the most essential elements that affecting performance of sun cells. Those consequences are cell temperature, MPPT (Maximum Energy Factor Tracking) and power conversion performance. The changing of these factors improves solar cell efficiency for more dependable packages.\textsuperscript{31}

Balchandra V. Chikate (2015) tested a powerful manner of improving performance of a PV module is with the aid of lowering the running temperature of its floor. This may be executed via cooling the module and lowering the warmth saved inside the PV cells for the duration of operation. Every other critical ambient component is dirt/ dust. Dirt/ dust can acquire on the PV module floor, blocking a number of the daylight and decreasing efficiency.\textsuperscript{32}

B. Mondoc (2010) examined a powerful manner of enhancing efficiency of a PV module is by way of decreasing the operating temperature of its surface. This may be finished by means of cooling the module and lowering the warmth saved in the PV cells throughout operation. Another vital ambient issue is dust/dirt. Dust/dirt can gather at the PV module floor, blocking off a number of the daylight and reducing performance.\textsuperscript{33}

Aziz Alaleit (2015) tested the research analyzes choose manufacturers in more than one countries and their module costs and cellular efficiencies over a time period to decide if a correlation exists. While every producer shows a bad correlation between common conversion efficiency and value per watt, the diploma varies. This means that different elements impact the cost of solar modules.\textsuperscript{34}

M. Trabelsi (2013) tested this paper proposes an experimental photovoltaic (PV) electricity conditioning device with line connection and Islanding Detection technique (IDM). The conditioner consists of a flying capacitors inverter fed by means of a dc-dc enhance converter. The raise converter is designed to step-up the PV voltage to the solid required dc degree for direct grid feeding without using a line transformer.\textsuperscript{35}

C. Saravanan (2011) examined this paper gives the hardware layout and implementation of a machine that guarantees a perpendicular profile of the solar panel with the sun with a purpose to extract maximum electricity falling on it. Renewable electricity is unexpectedly gaining importance as an energy aid as fossil fuel charges fluctuate. With the implementation of the proposed system the extra energy generated is round 25% to 30% with very much less intake through the gadget itself. On this paper, a development in the hardware design of the existing solar strength collector machine has been applied so that it will offer better performance at decrease price.\textsuperscript{36}

Chia Hung Tsai (2009) examined a sensor-based solar-monitoring gadget. First, we lay out a sensing tower for measuring the direction of solar radiation. Then we design a solar-tracking algorithm, which adopts an iterative system to pick out the course of sun radiation to the earth’s surface. This statistics is then handed to the nearby sun panels to regulate their angles. We have also developed a prototype and carried out numerous simulations to verify our suntracking device. Simulation effects display that our gadget has higher overall performance at the solar electricity era than existing ones.\textsuperscript{37}

Chia-Yen Lee (2009) examined the output electricity produced by way of high-awareness sun thermal and photovoltaic structures is at once associated with the quantity of sun strength acquired by the gadget and it is consequently essential to tune the solar’s function with an excessive degree of accuracy. Many structures were proposed to facilitate this undertaking over the last two decades. As a consequence, this paper commences with the aid of offering an excessive degree assessment of the solar monitoring machine subject and then describes some of the greater massive proposals for closed-loop and open-loop types of sun tracking systems.\textsuperscript{38}

Rajan K. (2016) tested exclusive kinds of monitoring structures are reviewed and their professionals and cons are discussed in element. The outcomes presented on this evaluate verify that the azimuth and altitude dual axis tracking machine is extra green in comparison to different tracking systems. However, in cost and flexibility point of view unmarried axis tracking system is extra viable than twin axis monitoring device.\textsuperscript{39}

Kiran Ranabhat (2016) examined on the idea of these facts possibilities of sun power for human and the possible methods of imposing the modern day advanced Photovoltaic technology are described. Also, strategies of conversion of sun strength into electricity, working principles and substances used for numerous varieties of photovoltaic generation, in addition to the global solar market, gift value of solar strength and roadmap of solar energy is presented in this paper. Consider sun cells mounted in automobiles to soak up solar power to update the conventional use of diesel and gas.\textsuperscript{40}

S. Prakash (2018) implemented a water purifier which
works on solar power. The primary precept behind this assignment is reverse osmosis. The solar radiations are accrued by using solar panel. This electricity is then stored in a battery. The battery is attached to the purification unit through an electromagnetic relay. The purification unit consists of high pressure motor, opposite osmosis gadget and the water tank. The excessive strain creates the essential stress required to perform opposite osmosis. The microcontroller 8051 keeps an eye fixed to the level of water within the water tank and forestalls it from over waft. Through this manner we attain the purified water in the water tank.\footnote{Rana Liaqat (2014) examined automated solar monitoring machine is a hybrid hardware/software program prototype, which mechanically provides exceptional alignment of solar panel with the solar, to get most output (power).}

Parasnis (2016) examined picture-Voltaic (PV) panels are used which convert sun electricity to Direct modern-day (DC) electric energy. Conventional constant type PV panels extract most energy only all through 12 mid-day to 2 PM which leads to much less efficiency. Therefore, building of an automatic solar tracking gadget is the want of an hour. PV panels have to be perpendicular with the solar for max electricity extraction which may be fulfilled via automated monitoring. This project consists of the design and development of microcontroller primarily based automated sun monitoring device. Light based Resistors (LDRs) are used to experience the depth of sunlight and subsequently the solar’s position in the sky. Microcontroller AT89S52 is used for controlling the movement of PV panel.\footnote{Pratik Pawar (2018) applied a sun tracking device the use of Arduino is designed and constructed. This system collects unfastened electricity from the sun and shops it inside the battery after which converts this energy to the respective alternating modern-day. It makes the power usable in everyday homes as impartial electricity supply. This gadget is designed to react to its surroundings inside the shortest amount of time. Any errors at software program and hardware could be controlled or eliminated. Our machine is tested for its actual-time responsiveness, reliability, balance and protection. Our machine is designed to be resistant to climate, temperature and a few minor mechanical stresses.}

L. Nagalakshmi (2017) applied assignment is to endorse an automated inspection technique of sun cellular panel to detect cracks and display its output round the clock. This tracking is finished from anywhere and anytime with the assist of net of factors (IoT). From the manufacturer’s point of view, the inspection of the solar mobile panel is essentially executed to attain a excessive exceptional product. The strength generated with the aid of the cells may be simultaneously calculated, as the cutting-edge price is up to date periodically to the manipulate room and/or to the mobile monitoring app through net. While there’s a drop in the present day and voltage values of the sun panel, a notification is obtained within the evolved software.\footnote{S. N (2012) examined technical viability of holographic sun module as an alternative power source in rural India has been studied. The operating principle of sun monitoring with HPC has been explained. The layout component of}

region utilization moreover because of the effectiveness of output strength which is collected by using daylight is multiplied.\footnote{Utsho A. Arefin (2016) carried out the task solar panel outputting its maximum possible energy all day lengthy, this takes place when the panel tracks the sun and rotates the accordingly, to get hold of sunlight to the fullest quantity continually all through the day time. It gets sensor output signal and controls servo vehicles in step with the assigned program. One servo motor is used horizontally to move the panel upward and downward. The other is used vertically from left to proper direction. As the sun panel is connected in servo motor so the location of solar panel is equal to the servo motor. For the reason that most solar ray is fallen down at the sun panel module in order that the most power output can be accomplished.}

Ehsanul Kabir (2017) examined the merits and demerits of solar electricity technologies are both discussed in this article. a number of technical issues affecting renewable strength studies are also highlighted, along with useful interactions among law coverage frameworks and their destiny possibilities. so one can assist open novel routes with reference to sun electricity studies and practices, a destiny roadmap for the sector of sun studies is mentioned.\footnote{Neha R. (2017) implemented hybrid version is designed using CukSEPIC fused convertors and the performances are analyzed. Because of the inherent nature of thisCukSEPIC fused convertors, we get surest efficiency Simulation effects are given to spotlight theproposed circuit. To fulfil the challenging needs of the growing grid, new principles of the inverters are wanted. Inthis project a reduced transfer modular inverter layout is targeted. A modular inverter layout is presented for a modern-day power system which inputs energy from both AC and DC Renewable sources.}

P. Ramya (2016) carried out the venture, it’s divided by using two classes; hardware and software program. In hardware component, 2 mild based resistor (LDR) has been used to trace the synchronization of sunlight by detecting brightness degree of daylight. For rotation component, one wellknown servo motor has been selected. In software program element, the code is built in C programming and inserted in Arduino. This task is designed for low power and portable software. Therefore, it’s appropriate for rural
PV device additives such as PV module, Battery sizing and Inverter module were reflected. The machine has been examined with hardware simulated enter parameters for the favoured optimum electricity output. The software of such machine has been discussed as rural electrification.50

Erdal Irmak (2014) examined in step with the training, politics, environment and electricity elements, checks are made looking to discover the relationships among those factors. The information acquired from take a look at had been analyzed with SPSS 15.0 zero statistical software program package deal. As an end result, its miles clean to mention that there may be a gradually increasing recognition among college students and a more reliable belief inside the society both. This have a look at is specifically predicted to be useful in figuring out the renewable power content material of the curriculum for relevant educational institutions and for the improvement of quick and medium-time period strength guidelines for future plans in other establishments.51

Guihua Li Runshang (2009) implemented a design of single Axis solar tracking machine,1 primary objective for this undertaking is to expand the solar monitoring solar gadget model that’s a tool that observe the movement of the sun irrespective of motor velocity. Besides that, it’s far to improve the general electricity technology the usage of unmarried axis sun monitoring system and additionally to offer the design for residential use.52

Menad Dahmane (2009) tested solar tracking structures for solar concentrator discipline of heliostats - Innovation, performance and model to small scale applications the selection of this device is based on several clinical research and is focused on solar monitoring with -axis. Unique mathematical models and simulations have been advanced and used to determine:53

- The location of the solar relative to a geographic role of an observer, i) the angular role of the heliostats and
- The set of equations modelling the geometry of shadows and the blocking impact among the heliostats.

George Sebastian (2015) examined one of kind techniques for forecasting the energy generated from PV systems has been proposed. they may be based on statistical techniques consisting of liner regression and autoregressive shifting common and device learning techniques such as Neural Networks (NNs) nearest neighbour and guide Vector Regression (SVR). Maximum of the previous paintings focused on developing widespread prediction technique for all sorts of climate situations.54

A. Giovanneli (2015) tested nation of the art on Small-Scale concentrated solar power plants, in SS sun plants for off-grid applications are seen as promising technology to be implemented in far off areas. A few nations, like Australia, determined of making an investment, specially, on solar hybrid mini-grids primarily based on PVs.55

Mashud Rana (2016) tested optical performance of Horizontal single-Axis Tracked sun Panels in a selected web site, the annual collectible radiation on a full 2-axis tracked panel is biggest as compared to constant or unmarried-axis tracked panels and is a constant statistically over a few years, however the annual sun gain on a conventional fixed south-facing panel.56

Tamara A. Papalians (2016) examined the ELECTRE-Boldur technique turned into proposed via instructor GheorgeBoldur-Lescu. So that you can simplify and make the method operational within the meaning of the principle of utility, the writer proposed using certain normalized concordance and discordance coefficients. These coefficients are calculated primarily based on utilities “Uij” predicted for the consequences “aij” from the decision making matrix “A”, according to the system Neumann-Morgenstern.57

Valenciaga F (2001) implemented LDR or mild dependent resistor has been selected as the sensor because LDR is normally used in sun monitoring machine. This is due to the fact LDR is touchy to the mild. The resistance of LDR will decreases with growing incident light intensity. For the controller, PIC18F877A were chosen. This percent programming will deliver the pulse to the motive force to transport the motor. For the motive force, bidirectional DC motor manipulate using relay has been used. The motor controller had been selected because it could manipulate the motor to rotate clockwise and counter-clockwise effortlessly.58

K.Achuthan (2011) examined the price of installing and putting in place excessive first-rate laboratories and a lack of experienced school are key elements for the reduced effectiveness of coaching renewable strength generation in lots of places global. digital laboratories are viable alternatives that offer excessive pleasant, remotely accessible labs that can be utilized by a couple of institutions concurrently for coaching and getting to know functions, thereby overcoming the want for local, person installations.59

R. Bayindir (2012) examined the solar power is one of the most ample, famous, cleanest, simplest to get entry to and handiest to convert alternative strength assets available in nowadays energy scenario. Information the elements that affect power conversion efficiency and a way to optimize electricity manufacturing are vital for any student of electricity research.60

I.D.S Miranda (2014) tested enhancing the performance of sun structures by improving solar strength conversion and storage methods are focal areas of research inside the clinical network. The main targets are to greater correctly
utilize to be had sun electricity sources and to decrease the consistent with unit price of strength (LCOE - levelized fee of power), leading to extended adoption.\textsuperscript{51}

A. Ibrahim (2011) tested electricity producing from sun electrical phenomenon (PV) cells is also considerably improved via the usage of solar watching (orienting the sun PV panel to continually face the solar) that so reduces the angle of incidence and therefore the connected cos losses incessantly keeping the conversion performance on the brink of its high.\textsuperscript{52}

W. B Stime (2001) examined chase is achieved by implementing algorithms to manage mechatronics hardware to manoeuvre the solar PV panel, in Associate in Nursing extremely planned fashion, to follow the sun's position throughout the day and year. This paper describes the design, development and optimization of a remotely triggered solar PV chase system to be used as an amount, on-line laboratory to indicate key ideas related to solar energy.\textsuperscript{53}

I. Reda (2003) examined following may be achieved by a spread of methods: strictly mechanical systems, a sun device, a device that senses the quantity of electricity created, a solar position formula (SPA) or a mix of those.\textsuperscript{54}

M.S Mune (2015) examined Sun sensors are an easy approach of positioning the PV cells for reducing the angle of incident lightweight or radiation. The sensors frequently live the daylight, providing feedback to the system to work out the direction the pursuit system ought to move to extend energy production and send causative pulses to the control unit. a awfully basic rule for pursuit the sun is to rotate the hunter at fifteen degrees associate degree hour, when fixing the initial position for the latitude and great circle of the situation and keeping the panels at a set angle within the dawn and crepuscule hours.\textsuperscript{55}

A. Belkaid (2017) examined another methodology of solar trailing is by putting in PV panels and sensing the quantity of electricity created. The system is regularly adjusting the orientation of the panels associate degree looking and maintaining for an orientation that produces additional power from the system.\textsuperscript{56}

Y. Mahmoud (2017) examined a most outlet pursuit (MPPT) formula are often incorporated so as to optimise the potency of a PV system by extracting the most attainable power from the PV panel. These algorithms area unit employed in most medium to giant size solar electrical phenomenon installations. However, the implementation value of such a system is comparatively high for little; inexpensive systems and ranging atmospheric condition might influence the operating of PV sensors. MPPT algorithms area unit employed in combination with a pursuit system to extend solar PV power output.\textsuperscript{57}

R. Walraven (1978) examined there are a unit completely different solar position algorithms accessible for deciding the sun's position for any time of the day, day of the year and placement on the Earth's surface. The sun's position is calculated supported the time and date, latitude and line of longitude and also the elevation and angle angles of the situation.\textsuperscript{68}

W. Luo (2009) examined the look of associate degree intelligent management that uses multiple strategies can circumvent issues with sun sensors arising because of cloudy skies and weather changes and control complications arising from open-loop solar position algorithms.\textsuperscript{69}

H. Zhang (2012) examined the planning of AN intelligent controller will become costlier. If AN showing intelligence controlled PV hunter isn’t operating, it’s going to not have a backup possibility for manual management.\textsuperscript{70}

R. A. Thorat (2017) examined sun trailing system are often divided into single axis and double axis system. The one axis sun hunter is classed into 2 varieties, namely: Horizontal Single Axis hunter (HSAT) and Vertical Single Axis hunter (VSAT). The main target of this paper is to style the HSAT and analyze the energy gain achieved once compare with the SPV generation system put in at the bound canted angle.\textsuperscript{71}

T.H. Karyono (2001) examined the advantage of passive solar trackers is less complicated compared to active trackers, but it stops operating once enforced at vasoconstrictor and it’s low of potency additionally.\textsuperscript{72}

F.R. Rubio et al., (2007) presented a sun hunter that’s ready to follow the sun with high accuracy while not the need of either a definite procedure of installation or recalibration. The hybrid chase system consists of a mix of open loop chase methods supported solar movement models and control system methods employing a dynamic feedback controller. Energy saving factors square measure taken into consideration, which means that, among alternative factors, the sun isn’t perpetually half-trackered with a similar accuracy, to stop energy overconsumption by the motors.\textsuperscript{73}

P. Roth et al., (2004) describe style associated degree construction of an mechanical device system to follow the position of the sun. It permits the automated mensuration of direct radiation with a pyrheliometer. It operates mechanically, guided by a control system servo system. A four-quadrant picture detector senses the position of the sun and 2 tiny DC motors move the instrument platform keeping the sun’s image at the middle of the four-quadrant picture detectors.\textsuperscript{74}

B. J. Huang (2007) has presents a PV style, referred to as “one axis 3 position sun trailing PV module”, with low concentration magnitude relation reflector. A style analysis of the one axis 3 position sun trailing PV module is roofed in his study.\textsuperscript{75}
Omar Badran (2013) discusses regarding new innovative pursuit approach of water distillation taking advantage of high doable concentration of parabolic trough collector. Through the utilization of Image process Technique to catch the core of the sun because the target and exploitation AI techniques to predict the sun position in abnormal climate. 76

Sanjay Sharma, (2012) examined the analysis study is on development and performance analysis of a solar thermal collector that warms up air as transferring medium of warmth for drying of grains. 77

Md. Tanvir Arafat (2010) have delineated a microcontroller based mostly style that consists of sunshine dependent resistors as detector, to be used as a trailing mechanism for PV Panels, of that one example is additionally created. The example represents a way for trailing the sun in each traditional and weather condition. 78

K. Sreenivasa Rao (2012) describes a project victimisation ARM7TDMI processor, that will the task of winning input from sensing element and provides command to the motor to trace the sun. The observation controller supported the closed-loop system rule is meant and enforced with ARM7 TDMI processor based mostly LPC2148 controller in embedded system domain. Due to this most current is obtained from solar battery to maximise the energy production. 79

Mostefa Ghassoul, (2013) describes in his paper style, construction and testing of a value effective intelligent sun chase system to extract most alternative energy. It is designed to be driven by a chip PIC 18F452 small controller. The system relies on 2 mechanisms. The primary one is that the search mechanism (PILOT) that locates the position of the sun. 80

Shen (2012) examined the foremost immediate and technologically enticing use of alternative energy is thru electrical phenomenon conversion. The physics of the PV cell (also referred to as solar cell) is incredibly kind of like the classical contact diode. The PV cell converts the daylight directly into DC (DC) electricity by the electrical phenomenon impact. 81

Nayak (2012) examined the foremost acceptable technology to boost the electricity production of a PV system. To attain a high degree of pursuit accuracy, many approaches are wide investigated. Generally, they’ll be classified as either open-loop pursuit sorts supported solar movement mathematical models or closed-loop pursuit sorts victimisation sensor-based feedback controllers. 82

Blanco Muriel (2001) examined within the open-loop pursuit approach, a pursuit formula or management rule is employed. Touching on the literature, the AZ and therefore the elevation angles of the Sun were determined by solar movement models or algorithms at the given date, time and geographical data. 83

Abdallah (2004) examined the single-axis hunter with one degree of freedom follows the Sun’s movement from the east to west throughout a daily basis whereas a dual-axis hunter conjointly follows the elevation angle of the Sun. In recent years, there has been a growing volume of analysis involved with dual-axis solar following systems. However, within the existing analysis, most of them used 2 stepper motors or 2 DC motors to perform dual-axis solar following. 84

Berenguel (2004) examined the single-axis huntsman with one degree of freedom follows the Sun’s movement from the east to west throughout each day whereas a dual-axis huntsman conjointly follows the elevation angle of the Sun. In recent years, there has been a growing volume of analysis involved with dual-axis solar trailing systems. However, within the existing analysis, most of them used 2 stepper motors or 2 DC motors to perform dual-axis solar trailing. 85

K.H. Hussaien (1955) have developed a brand new most Power chase (MPT) algorithmic program to trace Most Power Operative Purpose (MPOP) by examination the progressive and fast electrical phenomenon of the PV array. The drawbacks of Perturb and Observe technique were analyzed and it showed that the progressive electrical phenomenon algorithmic program has with success caterpillar-tracked the MPOP even once region conditions changes speedily. The work was applied by each simulation and graphs. 86

C. Thulasiyammal (2011) A new technique for MPPT named CVT (Constant Voltage Tracking) is planned by ZhengShicheng et al with the analysis of graph and operation theory of PV array. A lower power electrical phenomenon (PV) system with straightforward structure has been designed. This technique has been verified by PV charging system and it showed that MPP of PV array may be half-tracked well by applying the charger controller. 87

Noppando (2007) implemented associate adjustable Self-Organizing symbolic logic Controller (SOFLC) for solar hopped-up stoplight instrumentation (SPTLE) with associate integrated MPPT system on an occasional price microcontroller. 88

C.S.Chin (2011) implemented a fuzzy based mostly perturb and observe (P&O) MPPT in electrical device. System is sculpturesque and analyzed in MATLAB/SIMULINK. Simulation results showed that fuzzy based mostly (P&O) MPPT has higher performance and a lot of power is made from electrical device. 89

Panom (2011) introduced a most wall plug pursuit algorithmic program victimisation a synthetic neural network for an alternative energy system. By applying a 3 layers neural
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network and a few straightforward activation functions, the utmost wall plug of a solar battery is expeditiously half-tracked. The pursuit algorithmic program integrated with a solar supercharged battery charging system has been with success enforced on a lowcost PIC16F876 RISC-microcontroller while not external detector unit demand.\textsuperscript{90}

S. Yuvarajan (2008) proposed a quick and correct most electric outlet pursuit (MPPT) formula for an electrical phenomenon (PV) panel that uses the electric circuit voltage and also the short current of the PV panel.\textsuperscript{91}

IlhamiColak\textsuperscript{(2011)} modeled 3 separate solar farms that offer fifteen power unit power for every farm mistreatment MATLAB Simulink period analysis software package. Energy conversion was performed with most point pursuit (MPPT) algorithms in every device mistreatment Perturb and Observe (P&O) structure. These were collected in DC bus bar with parallel association of converters over Inter-Phase Transformers (IPT).\textsuperscript{92}

S.G Tesfahunegn\textsuperscript{(2011)} designed a replacement solar/battery charge controller that mix each MPPT and over-voltage controls as single operation. A small-signal model of lead acid battery was derived intimately to style the utilized dual-loop management configuration.\textsuperscript{93}

Yuncong Jiang\textsuperscript{(2012)} present AN analogue most wall plug trailing (MPPT) controller for an electrical phenomenon (PV) system that utilizes the load current to realize most output power from the solar battery.\textsuperscript{94}

ArashShafiei\textsuperscript{(2012)} proposed a completely unique MPPT rule chiefly for battery charging applications that were thought-about constant voltage sort hundreds. This was achieved chiefly with output current maximization. This system edges from blessings like terribly straightforward current controller and additionally circuit topology independence.\textsuperscript{95}

Ali F. Murtaza\textsuperscript{(2008)} proposed MPPT technique was rather stronger in chase the MPP even below the frequent dynamical irradiance conditions and was less periodical round the MPP as compared to P&O. The technique was verified exploitation MATLAB/SIMULNK and simulation results show a transparent improvement in achieving the MPP once subjected to vary in irradiance.\textsuperscript{96}

Weidong Xiao (2007) examined the performance analysis of electrical phenomenon modules in non-ideal conditions and therefore the topologies to attenuate the degradation of performance it absolutely was found that the height outlet of a module was considerably shrunken thanks to solely the slightest shading of the module, which this impact was propagated through different non-shaded modules connected asynchronous with the shaded one. Supported this result, 2 topologies for parallel module connections are printed. Additionally, dc/dc converter technologies, that were necessary to the look, were compared by manner of their dynamic models, frequency characteristics and part price.\textsuperscript{97}

Jun Pan (2009) proposed a MPPT strategy supported DC/DC device output current, that adopts variable step of duty cycle to implement MPPT of PV array. This perturbation and observation (P&O) technique simplified the structure of the system, improved the speed and accuracy of following. In battery charging management, this paper adopts best charging strategy, charging controller combined MPPT charging and variable intermittent current charging will increase the charge speed, raises the state of charge.\textsuperscript{98}

Sandeep Anand (2009) standalone DC system, dc-dc device was accustomed interconnect solar electrical phenomenon (PV) and battery. To utilize solar PV to fullest, most electrical outlet chase (MPPT) was incorporated in controller. However, just in case once the State of Charge (SOC) of battery was high and system was partly loaded, excess power flows into the battery, thereby reducing the lifetime of battery. Technique advised in literature use output (battery) voltage controllers. However, it had been shown during this paper that output voltage-controlled dc-dc device fed by solar PV could result in instability. To deal with these limitations, a charge controller theme was planned.\textsuperscript{99}

Mohamed Azab\textsuperscript{(2009)} A new most wall socket trailing algorithmic program for electrical phenomenon arrays was planned. The algorithmic program detects the utmost wall socket of the PV. The computed most power was used as a reference worth (set point) of the system. ON/OFF power management with physical phenomenon band was wont to control the operation of a Buck chopper such the PV module perpetually operates at its most power computed from the MPPT algorithmic program.\textsuperscript{100}

**Conclusion**

A solar tracker is a payload device for the sun. Payloads can be tubes, mirrors, reflectors or other optical instruments. Trackers are used in flat panel photovoltaic (PV) applications to minimize the angle of incidence between the arriving sunlight and a photovoltaic screen. It increases the level of energy generated by the built capacity to generate a fixed amount of electricity. Sunlight has two parts, the “direct beam” that carries around 90% of the solar energy and the “diffuse sunlight” that carries the remainder—the diffuse component is the blue sky on a clear day and falls proportionately on cloudy days. The sun is always nearly perpendicular to the dual axis tracker, resulting in a much better efficiency than other alternatives.
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